
Celebrity Couple Amy Schumer
& Husband Chris Fischer Make
Red  Carpet  Debut  at  Tony
Awards
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In celebrity news, Amy Schumer and her hubby Chris Fischer
stepped out on the red carpet for the first time after their
celebrity  wedding.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  last
minute wedding was thrown by the celebrity couple in February.
Guests got a text on a Sunday and the wedding was Tuesday, but
regardless,  everyone  who  attended  enjoyed  themselves.  This
past Sunday, Fischer supported Schumer at the Tony Awards, as
the actresses was nominated for an award.
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This  celebrity  couple  is  making
their marriage red carpet official!
What  are  some  creative  ways  to
debut your relationship to family
and friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s always exciting when you are in a new relationship. It’s
like wearing a new outfit for the first time; you want to show
the world what you’re working with. Cupid has some advice on
how to debut your relationship to family and friends:

1. Events: With summer coming, the perfect way to show off
your new relationship is by attending events together. Family
BBQs and hang outs can be a cute, casual way to show off your
new relationship to family and friends.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Build a Lasting Love

2. Social media: The easiest and quickest way to show the
world your new partner is via social media. As we all know,
things on social media spread like wildfire so why not start
there? A cute picture with a the perfect caption to match is
all you need when taking on social media.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: What If Your Family Doesn’t
Approve Of Your Partner?

3. Telephone: Word of mouth is definitely a great way to
inform family of your new relationship. Have you ever played
the game of Telephone? You can tell your favorite cousin that
you met your partner at Target in the art isle and by the time
it gets around, you guys met at Walmart while you were picking
out anti fungal cream and they were picking out an outfit for
their cat. So you see, the telephone can be dangerous, but the
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main part of the message always gets delivered.

How would you debut your new relationship? Share below.


